Taboo Love Part 6: Owned

From Top 5 Amazon and All Romance
bestseller Anita Lawless! They know its
wrong, but their taboo love cannot be
denied. A one night stand turns into a
passionate affair. Shamus and Mary have
loved each other for years, but due to
obligations and expectations, theyve
avoided this attraction simmering between
them. After a one night stand, theyre drawn
back together, unable to resist the molten
chemistry any longer. Many obstacles
stand against them, but taboo love cannot
be denied. This is a serial taboo erotic
romance with cliffhanger endings. Grab
Part 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5! Part 7 will be released
by December 18, and look for the complete
Taboo Love Collection by December 20!
You can read this series FREE if youre a
Kindle Unlimited member! This ebook
includes: Taboo Love Part 6: Owned
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